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"Sir, it's just Leon and Henry, they're nothing special! Just sent a few men with me. I'll go get rid of them right now to stop any

future troubles!" LooApostle at the Southern boss' hatred for the two of them, the Head Guardian stood up and volunteered

himself.

"Sir, me too. I'm willing to follow the Head Guardian," the Second Guardian said.

Both of them were already at the initial Almighty State. The Head Guardian, in particular, was even stronger than the Second

Guardian, and was already not far away from reaching the intermediate Almighty State!

Henry was just an expert at the initial Almighty State. As for Leon, he just had some cunning tricks, and was not actually that

strong!

They were nothing to be afraid of!

With the two of them together, it would be easy to deal with Leon and Henry!

Leon might have been able to deal with the Third Guardian's group, but he would not be able to face the two of them unless a

miracle happened!

Of course, he did not know that he was right. The Third Guardian's group did fall to Leon and Henry! However, Henry just helped

out, while the one who defeated all three of them was Leon!

Leon was far stronger than they thought!

It was just that, in the eyes of the Second and Head Guardian, as well as the Southern Boss, they still looked down on Leon, and

underestimated Leon too much!

That was why the Southern Boss constantly failed to deal with Leon!

"With just the two of you? What a joke! Leon's just too strange. Furthermore, he's already gotten an Almighty State subordinate.

It'll be much harder to deal with him! It won't be so easy that easy for the two of you to do anything to him! I can assure you. If

the two of you keep underestimating him, you will follow in the footsteps of the Third Guardian's group! If

At that moment, an old man in a gray robe sitting to the left sniffed. He looked at the two of them in disdain!

That old man was the head of the Four Apostles of the Southern Boss, the Grand Apostle.

The Southern Boss owned the underworld and had many experts under him. Other than the Six Guardians, he had the Four

Apostles as well!

The Six Guardians were all in the Semi Almighty State or the Almighty State. They were not to be underestimated!

The Four Apostles were a step above. The four of them were all at the intermediate Almighty State!

The four Apostles were the Southern Boss' strongest trump cards. They were also the basis and foundation of his rule over the

underworld!

Because of the four of them, many of the major families in the southern region, including the Thompsons were wary of the

Southern Boss!

"Sir, Leon managed to go against you so many times. He’s not someone simple! If we continue to underestimate him, things

won't go well for us! I think that, for the sake of safety, have the Fourth go with the Head Guardian and the Second Guardian. Let

them deal with Leon together! I refuse to believe he can survive the Fourth with the Second and Head Guardian!" The Grand

Apostle said.

The Fourth he was referring to was the Fourth Apostle.

The Fourth Apostle was at the intermediate Almighty State, and would have the help of the two guardians at the initial Almighty

State!

Even if Leon was at the intermediate Almighty State, that force would be enough to kill him!

Of course, at his age, there was no way Leon would be at the intermediate Almighty State!

Otherwise, his talent would be far too terrifying!
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